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Staff Guidelines
• Staff Image - It's important that staff maintain an air of responsibility
and maturity. Chat spamming, griefing, kick wars, mute wars, random
jailing, etc. should not occur.
• Communication - Please, communicate with each other, use the
forums. Teamwork is what will keep this server stable. You must
actively take part in discussions, especially those in the staff chats, as
important issues about the future of the server is discussed.
• Community activeness – We don’t force our staff to be active all the
time, but it is expected that staff are active at least every 2-3 days,
unless stated otherwise. Other commitments, schoolwork and e.t.c
should always be placed before our server.
• Discord - Please be responsible in the Discord, do not flame, insult, or
belittle users on the discord server. Do not delete messages, kick
users. Only delete posts if they're inciting flame wars or are
completely irrelevant in an important chat.
• Player Assistance - If a player is asking for reasonable assistance that
you can provide some or all of, do so. Do not wait until someone else
gets on, help them out. It's part of being a staff member, and helps
everyone out.
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Staff Rules And Regulations
1.
Staff members on the server must follow all posted rules and are
subject to the same disciplinary actions and removal of rank and staff
status.
2.
Staff is expected to treat every player and fellow staff member on
the server and community with kindness and respect regardless of their
rank and personal feelings toward the player.
3.
When a staff member is free, they are expected to help out another
staff member who is busy or in need of help.
4.
If there is an issue on the server amongst players, or issues with the
server itself, staff members are expected to try to help solve the issue to
the best of their ability.
5.
All staff members are expected to use common sense at all times and
use their best judgment when dealing with things on the server.

Disciplinary Actions
When a staff member breaks one of these rules, or is not living up to the
expectations placed on them, then they are removed from their staff rank and
responsibilities. They are also subject to the same disciplinary actions if they
break any of the initial player rules.
As much as we would like to believe that the Retro Lands staff is perfect, we understand they
are human and that they might do some things that make the players feel they have been
cheated in some way. If a player makes a complaint about a staff member, these are the steps
to be taken to correct the issue. If a player makes a valid complaint against a staff member, the
staff member's rank and building rights are suspended until they can be contacted by the
Owner of the server to be questioned.
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Staff Rank Expectations
Your job as a staff member is to moderate cheaters, keep chat clean, assist people
in Discord & contribute to the server.

Helper - job is to ensure that chat is non-toxic by muting those who do violate the
chat regulations and assisting those who are in need of help.

Senior Moderator / Moderator - Despite subtle differences between permissions
and seniority, all three ranks have the same jobs and expectations. A moderator
has banning, fly, and vanish abilities.

Admin - Administrator is given to staff members who have proven themselves as
dependable and trustworthy people throughout the time they’ve been apart of
the network.
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Punishments
Staff members may and should adjust punishments based on their
judgment and the situation occurring. If you are confused, please
ask/contact another staff member.
Griefing
Staff should always be carefully when investigating griefs and
understand the full situation. Many “Griefs” are false reports, with
the Griefer often being known to the player such as a friend, or the
Owner/Assistant of the town. Town Owners hold the right to
remove/edit players builds as long as players items are preserved. If
there is any doubt, contact a higher staff member.
•
•
•
•

Small Grief: Tempban 3 Days
Medium Grief: Tempban 7 Days
Large Grief: Tempban 2 Weeks
2nd Offence: Perm Ban

The offences should be adjusted to the situation, as a player
returning on an alt (Alternative Account) should be permanent
banned. If the player has just joined, and griefed a Perm ban should
be used.
Inappropriate Conduct In Chat
Inappropriate Conduct In Chat can include a wide variety of offences
and again should be dealt with, with knowledge of the situation and
prior events. Staff may deem other actions by players breach this
conduct, and they may act accordingly.
• Racism: 24 Hour Mute
• Over Use Of Swearing: Warning, 24 hour mute if they
continue.
• Advertising
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o Mass Advertising (Account Joins And Spams
IPs/Links To Join another server, or a link for a
service): Perm Ban and Ip Ban
o Non Mass Advertising (A player joins, and casually
asks players if they want to join another server to
see their build or e.t.c): The player should be
warned, and if they continue a tempban should be
place.
• Spamming
Spamming is a serious offense, and should always
be fought with the highest actions. Spamming is
the sending of the same message over and over,
or the sending of useless and unrelated messages.
If the person is spamming invites for another
server, they should be perm banned and be ip
banned. If they are a new user, a perm and ip ban
should also be used. If it’s a known/old player, a 7
day Temp Ban should be used.
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Commands
Commands on Beta can be extremely different then you might be use to on
modern servers. Below we will list the basic commands needed for staff. If
you are having issues with a command, the easiest way to get info is
google, or only typing the first word of the command in. Not all these
commands may be available for your rank, this is on purpose. If you believe
you should have access to an additional command, contact jetpackingwolf.

Terms
IGN: In Game Name or a Players name
Perm Ban: A ban with no expiration date.
Commands
Ban A Player - /ban (ign)
Kick A Player = /kick (ign)
Temp Ban A Player - /tempban (ign) (time)
(time) examples: 3m = 3 Minutes, 3h = 3 hour, 3w = 3 weeks,
3m = 3 months, 3y = 3 years.
Ban players ip and all other known usernames: /aipban (ign or ip)
List other users coming from the same IP: /ipusers (ign)

Logblock (Rolling Back Griefs)
Logblock is a bit complicated and dangerous to use when
inexperienced. If you have a rank with Log Block, contact Johny
to get info on it.
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